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Abstract: A diffractive grating is promising for color separation to 

effectively replace conventional absorptive dye color filter in liquid crystal 

displays. In this paper, we demonstrated a color separation module 

consisting of an aspheric-lenticular lens array and a blazed grating to 

substitute for the dye color filter. Each component was designed to match 

the recent fabrication ability of our roll-to-roll imprinting. The measurement 

results of a prototype module showed a gain factor of transmission 

efficiency three times more than that of conventional color filters. 
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1. Introduction 

Liquid crystal display (LCD) is the most widely used terminal component in computer, 

communication, and consumer electronics due to its thinner size and lighter. To extend its 

application, it requires cost effectiveness, low power consumption and high image quality. 

Conventional color filters used in LCD system consist of dyed material, which generates 

visible colors by transmitting the desired bandwidth of light and absorbing the undesired 

spectra. In the case of portable display products such as notebook personal computers, low 

transmissivity directly impacts the power consumption and corresponding battery life. 

Besides, conventional color filters using dye-gelatin cannot perform high color purity and high 

efficiency simultaneously; that is because high color purity depends on high coherence light 

source, whereas high efficiency requires low-absorption and high-transmittance materials. The 
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other drawbacks of dyed color filters include the induced the heat from the absorption of light 

[1] and complex fabrication procedure, in which the selective deposition of tri-colored dyed 

materials onto individually pixellated areas are made. 

Several approaches utilizing hologram elements were proposed to supply higher 

efficiency, lower absorption and higher color purity. H. Dammann firstly used an interleaved 

structured grating to separate color [2]. To apply in a LCD projector, this method can combine 

with a micro-optics (spherical lens, cylindrical lens, etc.) array [3–5]. The grating separates 

the incident light according to its wavelengths, and the micro-optical array generates focal 

spots for each separated colors. Different types of gratings were used to separate colors, such 

as the hybrid diffractive–refractive element [3], the fractional Talbot plane of the grating [4] 

or the holographic component [5]. However, for a LCD monitor, a short-period diffractive 

grating is usually necessary as the backlight system consists of a thin light-guide [6–9]. To 

fabricate the short-period grating on the top of a light-guide requires higher production cost 

and is not suitable for being fabricated using conventional processes such as roll-to-roll or 

roll-to-sheet printing. 

In this article, we propose a roll-to-roll imprinted optical setup consisting of an aspheric-

lenticular-lens array and a blazed grating, which is an advanced design for previous study [10] 

and termed blazed color separation grating (BCSG). Here, the BCSG replaces the 

conventional color filter films for a red-green-blue (RGB) light-emitting diode (LED) or a 

cold cathode fluorescent lamp (CCFL) backlight module in the LCD systems. With the aid of 

an aspheric-lenticular-lens array, the input light can be incident onto the sub-pixels of LCD 

with less crosstalk. 

2. Design 

To use the BCSG as color filter in a LCD with CCFL or RGB LED source, a near collimated 

backlight module is required, as shown in Fig. 1. The light source with three peaks at red (625 

nm), green (525 nm) and blue (465 nm) is used. Conventionally, a backlight module 

consisting of RGB LEDs provides white source with three-peak spectra. However, for the 

light source of a grating based module, collimation is essential to perform the color division 

function. Based on the previous research about collimation backlight [11,12], in this study we 

dedicate to the BCSG and the aspheric-lenticular-lens array. 

 

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a color display with the BCSG. The aspheric-lenticular lens 

array on top of the grating deflects and converges the incident light. A blazed grating separates 

the colors in different direction onto the appropriate pixels. 

The proposed module consists of a blazed color separation grating (BCSG) and an 

aspheric-lenticular-lens array. The incident collimated backlight passing through the BCSG is 

mainly diffracted into a designed order. The angular separation depends on the wavelengths 

present in its spectrum. The aspheric-lenticular-lens array is then used to converge the 

deflection beams. In this configuration, the lights of R, G and B emerge at different angles. 

The blue (B) light and the red (R) light are arrayed to be bilaterally symmetric with respect to 

the green (G) light, as shown in Fig. 1. 
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2.1 Design of blazed color separation grating 

The grating is used to produce color separation matching the pixel arrangement. A one-

dimensional blazed grating is suitable for the geometry, which is designed in such a manner 

that red, green, and blue bands of a normal incident light are diffracted to a certain order. 

Diffraction theory including Snell’s law is, 

 .'sin'sin
p

mλ
nθn += θ   (1) 

where 'θ  = 0° is the incident angle, θ  is a diffracted angle, 'n  = 1 is the incident medium 

refraction index, p is the period, n  = 1.5 is the refractive index of the diffracted medium and 

m = 1 is the diffraction order. For the practical backlight spectra, the incident white light is not 

completely collimated. In addition, the spectra distribution of each LED light source is not 

monochromatic. Therefore, the chromatic aberration shall be considered, as illustrated in Fig. 

2. The first-order diffraction angles for different periods at blue (465nm), green (525nm) and 

red (625nm) are shown in Fig. 3. Considering the process feasibility and the divergence of the 

emitted light from the backlight module, a grating with pitch = 4 µm is adopted. The first-

order diffraction angles are 5.97°, 5.02°, and 4.44° at wavelength 625 nm, 525 nm, and 465 

nm, respectively. 

 

Fig. 2. Configuration of the blazed grating. 'θ  is designed as 0. 
rθ
, 

gθ
and 

bθ
 are the first-

order diffraction angles at 
rλ

, 
gλ

 and
bλ

. 

In order to have the highest diffraction efficiency, the grating shape in the period has to be 

optimized. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the period of the grating is denoted as Λ = 4µm, the 

maximum depth as h, the blazed angle as α, and the passive angle as β. The incident light of 

wavelength λ is coming with respect to 'θ  = 0° from air into a material with refractive index n 

= 1.5. The dp is the distance from one-period edge to the center of the groove’s peak. The 

optimized shape is designed to steer the beam to + 1st transmitted diffraction order. The ratio 

of peak position to one period is denoted as cp. The relationship between the grating depth h 

and the average diffraction efficiency of blue spectra (465nm), green spectra (525nm) and red 

spectra (625nm) under different cp values is shown in Fig. 5, which indicates that the 

maximum diffraction efficiency occurs within cp = 0 to 0.05 around the grating depth h = 1 

µm. Further simulation shows that if α = 76° and β = 14° (cp = 0.059 and the grating depth = 

0.94 µm), the global maximum diffraction efficiency is ~80%, which is three times more than 

that of the conventional color filter. 
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Fig. 3. Variation of the first-order diffraction angle versus the grating period. 

 

Fig. 4. Geometry of the blazed transmission grating. 

 

Fig. 5. The relationship between the grating depth h and the average diffraction efficiency of 

blue spectra (465nm), green spectra (525nm) and red spectra (625nm) under different cp 

values. 

2.2 Design of aspheric-lenticular-lens array and system simulation 

The input light should be converged to fit the TFT sub-pixel’s size in order to eliminate the 

crosstalk between the separated colorful beams. Our test sample is a TFT-LCD with the pixel 

size of 386 × 420µm
2
 and every RGB sensing sub-pixel is 128 × 420µm

2
. The profile of each 

pitch ( = 386 µm) in the aspheric-lenticular-lens array can be derived from the combination of 

a prism and a spherical lens, which possesses both deflection of −5.02° and convergence, and 

can be described by the relation, 

 ).386(265.06.4245)193(4250 22
−×−−−−= xxy   (2) 
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where y is the height in micron, 4250 and 4245.6 are related to the curvature radius, 193 and 

386 are related to period and x is the position from the edge of each pitch. 

 

Fig. 6. Illustration of the simulation results. Light from a high collimation backlight module is 

dispersed by the BCSG, and then deflected and converged by the aspheric-lenticular lens array 

to generate color separation. 

According to Eqs. (1) and (2), a combination of the BCSG with a period of 4µm and the 

aspheric-lens array with a period of 386µm was designed to disperse wavelengths. The optical 

performance has been demonstrated using ASAP
TM

 7.5 (Advanced Systems Analysis 

Program) from Breault Research Organization, Inc., which can simultaneously perform ray-

tracing geometrical and wave-diffraction physical calculations. Apparently, the split color 

beams propagate in the nearly normal direction and without crosstalk. A schematic diagram of 

beam propagation passing through the BCSG and aspheric-lenticular lens array in LCD is 

shown in Fig. 6. 

The process for making the master of the BCSG and the aspheric-lenticular lens array was 

based on the single-point diamond turning, which used a monocrystal diamond cutting tool 

with a nanometric edge sharpness to cut the Cu roller. During the machining, the diamond bite 

was gradually worn within a cutting length, which caused the loss of profile accuracy of the 

cutting edge. The tolerance about profile of the BCSG was therefore simulated in order to 

predict the acceptable range of profile deviation. Figure 7a shows the geometry at the start of 

cutting and Fig. 7b shows the geometry after a cutting distance. A commercial program 

PCGrate from International Intellectual Group, Inc., was used to solve rigorously the 

electromagnetic periodic boundary value problems of the grating. The grating’s complete 

efficiency performance was calculated over the entire useable wavelength range under 

different edge radius of diamond bite, which is denoted as R in Fig. 7b. As shown in Fig. 8, 

the average diffraction efficiency of replicated gratings with 4-µm pitch is reduced by only 

0.5% for R<0.2µm. 
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Fig. 7. Variation of edge radius of the diamond bite (a) before and (b) after a cutting distance. 

 

Fig. 8. Calculated diffraction efficiencies of blazed gratings replicated from an imprinting Cu 

roller, which was cut using various edge radiuses of the diamond bite. 

3. Experimental results and discussion 

The optical requirements of BCSG in a display configuration are quite challenging, since the 

diffraction efficiency strongly depends on the value of the period and its profile. Our first aim 

was to set for a 7-inch LCD display. To make the BCSG and the aspheric-lenticular lens array 

on a 188µm thick PET film (T-A4300 by Toray Corp.), a roll-to-roll imprinting process was 

used. The process can be divided into two steps. First, a mechanically grooved structure was 

formed on an imprinting Cu roller by using a diamond tool with the designed profile, as 

shown in Fig. 9(a). Then the UV resin was dispensed on the PET film, imprinted by the roll, 

hardened by UV curing, and demolded from the roller, as shown in Fig. 9(b). 

As one of the most challenging parameters that affected the transforming of the diamond 

tool’s profile (the diamond bite) to the roller, the temperature variation among the diamond 

tool and the roller surface had to be within +/−0.3°C, especially in the fabrication of the 

master for BCSG. Besides, limited to the lifetime of the diamond tool in making BCSG 

master, the diameter of the roller was as small as possible. In our home-made drum roll lathe, 

as shown in Fig. 10(a), the diameter of the roller, as shown in Fig. 10(b), was designed to be 

200 mm. To make a BCSG-patterned (period = 4 µm) master with a width larger than 100 mm 

on the surface of our roller, the total cutting length was 15.7 km, which approached the 

lifetime of a diamond tool. 

In the UV curing step, our UV resin (LEN-A by Chishan Corp.) hardened by absorbing 

energy 500~1000 mJ/cm
2
 from UV light. Adequate exposure conditions were indispensable 

for different micro-structures on the PET film. Since the diffraction efficiency was highly 

dependent on the grating profile, our major challenge in the curing of BCSG was to achieve 

high replication rate (>95%). After a series of tests, we found the feed-rate, 3~5 m/min, of 

feeding UV resin into the roller was the major factor controlling the quality of replication rate. 

In the curing of the aspheric-lenticular lens array, our major challenge was to completely 
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demold the pattern after the UV curing, without the need of any master surface treatment. Our 

tests showed that higher feed-rate, 5~6 m/min, with higher absorbing energy, 900~1100 

mJ/cm
2
 from UV light, was the optimal condition to improve antisticking property in 

demolding. A SEM of BCSG is shown in Fig. 11(a). It has a profile with a period of ~4 µm 

and a grating depth of 0.90µm. The grating depth is smaller than the designed value, 0.94µm. 

The difference was mainly caused by the abrasion of the diamond bite during forming the 

grooved structures on the roller. 

 

Fig. 9. To make the BCSG and the aspheric-lenticular lens array on a PET film, a mechanically 

grooved structure was first formed on an imprinting roller by using a diamond tool with the 

designed profile, as shown in (a).Then the UV resin was dispensed on the PET film, imprinted 

by the roller, and cured with UV source, as shown in (b). 

According to the previous analysis, the loss of diffraction efficiency was smaller than 

0.5%. The two blazed angles, α and β, matched our designed values, 76° and 14°. For the 

BCSG on a PET film, the measured R, G and B transmitting efficiencies were η+1, 633nm = 

65.2%, η+1, 532nm = 76.1% andη+1, 473nm = 77.3%, respectively, which approximated the 

simulation values after considering the Fresnel loss at the interface between the air and the 

PET substrate. The procedure to make the aspheric-lenticular lens array on the PET film was 

the same. A SEM of surface profile of the aspheric-lenticular lens array is shown in Fig. 11(b). 

It’s shape was close to the designed profile with a period of 386 µm and a height of 82.8µum, 

respectively. 

 

Fig. 10. Pictures of (a) our home-made drum roll lathe and (b) the roller for imprinting the 

BCSG. 
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Fig. 11. (a)A SEM of the BCSG. (b) A SEM of the aspheric-lenticular-lens array. 

The optical system for testing the module consisting of the BCSG and the aspheric-

lenticular lens array is illustrated in Fig. 12. Since the LEDs were not point sources, a 

collimation setup was arranged for each LED. The iris was used to control the entrance 

diameter of the incident beam. The aspheric-lenticular lens array was put after the BCSG to 

produce three convergent separate R/G/B color line pattern. 

CCD

Iris

Blue light 

LED

Green light 

LED

Red light 

LED

Beam 

Expander

CCD

Aspheric-lenticular 

lens array

BCSG

 

Fig. 12. Optical measurement system for color separation by a module consisting of an 

aspheric-lenticular lens array and a BCSG. 

The system’s color characteristic can be defined by the color gamut, which is the range of 

color a system can reproduce and is commonly expressed as a percentage of NTSC. Although 

NTSC stands for National Television System Committee, which developed television 

standards for North America, in this instance, 100% of NTSC refers to the full range of color 

that can theoretically be displayed. Figure 13 shows the resulting pattern and its xy-color 

space. The color point for red is shifted to (x,y) = (0.59,0.29) from (x,y) = (0.69,0.31) for the 

red LED. The color point for green is shifted to (x,y) = (0.22,0.64) from (x,y) = (0.21,0.75) for 

the green LED. The color point for blue is shifted to (x,y) = (0.16,0.06) from (x,y) = (0.14, 

0.03) for the red LED. The red line indicates the color gamut (NTSC 73%), and the white dots 

represent the primary color points of the individual red, green, and blue LEDs (NTSC 117%). 

The cross section of the resulting line pattern is shown in Fig. 14, which shows the normalized 

intensity in between the lines does not drop completely to zero. In average, at the position of 

peak for each line, approximately 9% from the other two colors is visible. The overlap of 

colors leads to color desaturation, which is caused by several reasons. First, in the 

measurement setup, each LED had a limit size, which was not a perfect point source and 

therefore the divergence of the collimation module in the measurement was not completely 

deleted. Since the first-order diffraction angles of R/G/B are 5.97°, 5.02°, and 4.44° in the 

design, if the divergence of the collimation module is over ~1°, overlap of colors will occur. 

Secondly, the overlap between green and blue is larger than that between green and red. It is 
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due to an unequal spacing of wavelengths of the light source. The spacing between red and 

green is 100nm, while the spacing between green and blue is 60nm. Besides, the overlap can 

be caused by the spherical aberration from the micro-lens array, and by the fact that the 

spectrum of each LED light source does not simply consist of the monochromatic lines, but a 

spectrum with a bandwidth of about 40nm. Thirdly, the noise consisted of the diffraction order 

beams except of the 1st transmitted order one is about 20% of the incident energy, also 

bleaches the color. Based on these observations, better separation of the colors can be 

achieved under further optimization of grating and lens profile and of the light source 

spectrum. 

 

Fig. 13. (a) Color separation patterns of the module consisting of an aspheric-lenticular lens 

array and a BCSG by making use of RGB LEDs. (b)Color points in CIE xy space, created by 

sampling the line pattern shown in (a). 

 

Fig. 14. Normalized intensity distribution of the line pattern generated by the module consisting 

of the BCSG and the aspheric-lenticular lens array by making use of RGB LEDs. 

4. Conclusions 

The efficiency of liquid crystal displays can be enhanced by using the diffractive optical 

element, which separates the incident white light into its spectral components. In this paper, a 

blazed grating was initially implemented to replace conventional color filters (dye-gelatin and 

dielectric film, etc.) for a LED backlight module. An aspheric-lenticular lens array was then 

utilized to converge and deflect the incident beam according to the aperture and spacing of 

sub-pixels in LC module. The shape of the grating with a period of 4 µm was optimized to 

verify the beam direction and eliminate crosstalk. This module diffracts light into a symmetric 

RGB pattern. A gain factor of transmission efficiency three times more than that of 

conventional color filters may be expected. Compared to previous solutions 
6, 7

, our system is 
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based on a collimation backlight module. The advantage of our configuration is that the 

grating pitch is achievable by using conventional ultra-precision machining, which is suitable 

for mass-production. For practical use, the divergence of the collimation backlight module 

shall be reduced to further alleviate the color crosstalk. 
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